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Convergent evolution describes the process of different populations acquiring similar 11	
phenotypes or genotypes. For complex organisms with large genomes it is unlikely to 12	
converge to the same genotype, although there are examples where this happens under 13	
very strong selection. In contrast, for viruses with very small genomes and high mutation 14	
rates, even without selection it is possible that different virus population acquire the same 15	
mutation. Here we measure the number of convergent mutations in a well-studied dataset 16	
of full-length HIV-1 env genes sampled from HIV-1 infected individuals during early 17	
infection. We compare this data to a neutral model and find an excess of convergent 18	
mutations in the env genes. These differences are likely to confer a selective advantage as 19	
they occur significantly more often in gp41, the part of the env gene involved in fusion with 20	
the target cell. Interestingly, convergent mutations are not significantly more likely to occur 21	
in genetically diverse regions of the genome and are also not significantly more likely to be 22	
synonymous compared to a neutral model, highlighting the highly non-neutral nature of 23	
many synonymous sites in the HIV-1 genome. Non-convergent mutations, on the other 24	
hand, are significantly more likely to be synonymous and the non-synonymous proportion 25	
of the mutations occur significantly more often in highly diverse regions of the env gene 26	
than randomly distributed mutations. Together our analysis suggests that convergent 27	
evolution can be a good indicator for positive selection in small viral genomes. 28	
 29	
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 32	
Introduction 33	
 34	
Convergent evolution is ubiquitous in nature. Popular examples for phenotypic convergence are the 35	
evolution of flight, which occurred in bats, birds and insects independently, or the evolution of the eye, 36	
which occurred many times independently across the tree of life (Serb and Eernisse 2008). We can also 37	
observe convergent evolution at the level of the genotype. This usually occurs when organisms are 38	
under extremely high selection pressure. For example, the acquisition of antibiotic resistance (Farhat et 39	
al. 2013) or the development of cancer (Miki et al. 1994). Convergent evolution in viruses is 40	
particularly common because viruses have small genomes, high mutation rates and large population 41	
sizes (Bull et al. 1997; Crandall et al. 1999; Wichman et al. 2000).  42	
 43	
To study convergent evolution in viruses we will focus on one of the best studied human viruses: 44	
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1). HIV-1 is an RNA virus with a small genome and an 45	
extremely high mutation rate. The high mutation rate allows the virus to evade the human immune 46	
response and persist for years within the host (Coffin 1995; Koenig et al. 1995; Borrow et al. 1997; 47	
Goulder et al. 1997; Wei et al. 2003; Trkola et al. 2005; Liao et al. 2013). Over this time span HIV-1 48	
evolves and acquires a large number of mutations (Shankarappa et al. 1999; Lemey et al. 2006; Keele 49	
et al. 2008; Poon et al. 2010). The mutations that eventually fix in the viral population are not 50	
randomly distributed though. Particularly mutations that help the virus escape the immune response are 51	
similar among different viruses to the degree where a specific viral genotype is predictive of the HLA 52	
allele present in the host (Bhattacharya et al. 2007; Bartha et al. 2013; Carlson et al. 2016).  53	
Convergence is also important during the infection of a new host. Recent studies have shown that 54	
transmitted founder viruses are often more closely related to the HIV-1 population consensus sequence 55	
than to the most prevalent strain in the donor (Carlson et al. 2014; Fraser et al. 2014; Zanini et al. 56	
2015).  57	
 58	
This effect of convergence is noticeable as soon as viruses are detectable in an acutely HIV-1 infected 59	
individual (Wood et al. 2009). Wood et al. show that there is strong selection immediately after 60	
infection and among other evidence show that HIV-1 populations acquire identical mutations in the env 61	
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gene in different hosts. These mutations seem to be mainly due to the effect of APOBEC proteins, 62	
which protect against retrovirus infection by hypermutating the viral genome but, in the case of HIV-1, 63	
is inhibited in large by the vif protein, the remaining APOBEC activity has been proposed to lead to 64	
faster adaptation of the virus to the host (Sadler et al. 2010). The convergent mutations Wood et al. 65	
identified occur in CTL epitopes (probably as a response to immune selection) as well as in gp41 66	
(Wood et al. 2009).  67	
 68	
Wood et al. used the Keele dataset to infer nucleotide sites that are under selection by applying dN/dS. 69	
This approach makes the strong assumption that synonymous mutations do not affect the fitness of the 70	
virus in contrast to non-synonymous mutations. Using dN/dS for inferring selection strength is a very 71	
reliable method when applied to reproductively isolated species but is less reliable when applied to 72	
population sequence data (Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin 2008). Furthermore, synonymous mutations have 73	
been shown to have very significant fitness effects (Lind et al. 2010; Brandis and Hughes 2016), 74	
mostly when they occur in essential genes. Hence, synonymous mutations may have strong fitness 75	
effects in HIV-1, where every single gene is important for the survival of the virus (Zanini and Neher 76	
2013; Zanini et al. 2017).  77	
 78	
Here, we pursue an alternative approach to detect selection that is based on the extent of convergent 79	
evolution at different nucleotide sites. Focusing on convergent evolution allows us to infer selection 80	
pressures that are exerted uniformly on viral populations across many hosts. To detect these selection 81	
pressures we re-analyze a dataset of full length env genes sampled from infected individuals during 82	
early infection (Keele et al. 2008; Li et al. 2010). We find that convergent mutations are over-83	
represented in the Keele and Li datasets compared to a neutral model. When we compare convergent 84	
mutations with private mutations, we observe a very uniform distribution across the gene for private 85	
mutations and a distribution significantly skewed towards gp41 for convergent mutations. Both results, 86	
the comparison to a neutral model and the comparison between private and convergent mutations, 87	
indicate that we observe convergent mutations in different HIV-1 populations as a result of a specific 88	
fitness advantage.  89	
 90	
Results  91	
We reanalyzed two datasets from previous studies on the evolution of HIV-1 during early infection of a 92	
single founder virus (Keele et al. 2008; Li et al. 2010).  Amounting to a total of 95 env sequence 93	
alignments each from a single HIV-1 infected individual. 94	
 95	
 96	

 97	
Figure 1. Convergent mutations are unusually frequent during early infection of HIV-1. 98	
Comparison between nucleotide mutations observed in one or more HIV-1 populations. Each HIV-1 99	
population is isolated from a different infected individual. The Keele and Li data is compared to a 100	
random distribution of the same number of mutations as observed for each HIV-1 population using the 101	
same substitution rates as measured from the Keele and Li data.  102	
 103	
Convergent mutations are unlikely under a neutral model of evolution 104	
We observed convergent evolution for a large number of the 1530 mutations identified in the Keele and 105	
Li datasets (Figure 1, Supplementary Data 1). Whereas mutations occurring in one or two HIV-1 106	
populations are underrepresented in the Keele and Li datasets, mutations occurring in three or more 107	
populations in parallel are overrepresented (compared to 1000 random distributions of the same 108	
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number and identical substitution rates as observed in the data). Mutations occurring in more than five 109	
HIV-1 populations in parallel fit particularly badly to the neutral model. The number of convergent 110	
mutations declines linear on a log scale for the neutral model. This is not the case for the HIV-1 111	
population data. The likelihood of observing a mutation in 9 or even 14 HIV-1 populations in parallel 112	
for randomly distributed mutations is about 4 × 10-4 or 3.6 × 10-8 respectively. For lower levels of 113	
convergence the deviation between neutral model and observation is still significant. In about 70 out of 114	
100 simulations only one mutation was observed in five populations in parallel. In contrast, there are 115	
11 such mutations in the Keele and Li data (Figure 1).  116	
 117	
In total we determined 19 mutations that are likely to have been positively selected because they occur 118	
in five or more HIV-1 populations for which we expect to see less than one mutation under a neutral 119	
model of evolution. Additionally there are about 20 mutations that occur more frequently in three or 120	
four populations than in the neutral model. For these mutations it is more difficult to distinguish 121	
between mutations that are under selection and mutations that we observe due to chance alone. 122	
 123	

 124	
Figure 2. Convergent mutations are predominantly located in gp41. Shows the position of 125	
mutations across the env gene on the y-axis and the number of HIV-1 populations the mutations were 126	
observed in on the x-axis. Red bars indicate the mean of all position within one category. The black 127	
horizontal line indicates the mid point of the env gene. The green horizontal line indicates the start of 128	
gp41, a fusion protein that is part of the env gene. 129	
 130	
Convergent mutations occur predominantly in gp41 131	
Convergent mutations are also differently distributed across the env gene compared to non-convergent 132	
(private) mutations.  Convergent mutations are more likely to be located at the end of the env gene 133	
(Figure 2). Private mutations are relatively evenly distributed across the entire env gene. The mean of 134	
the positions of private mutations is 433, which is very close to half the length of the env gene (427). 135	
However, the mean increases for mutations that occur in more than one HIV-1 population.  136	
 137	
The end of the env gene encodes for gp41, a protein responsible for forming the six-helix bundle during 138	
cell fusion with the host cell (Chan et al. 1997; Skehel and Wiley 1998; Melikyan et al. 2000). The 139	
proportion of single population mutations that occur in gp41 is 0.41, which is very close to the fraction 140	
of gp41 of the whole env gene (0.40). Mutations that occur more than three times have a probability of 141	
0.69 of occurring in gp41. This is a significant difference to mutations occurring in only a single 142	
individual (p-Value chi square test: 0.003).  143	
 144	
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 145	
Figure 3. Convergent mutations do not occur in positions of high nucleotide diversity. Mean and 146	
standard deviation of nucleotide diversity for Keele and Li mutations (orange) as well as 100 individual 147	
random mutation distributions (turquois) that occur in a number of HIV-1 populations in parallel (x-148	
axis). We use the Shannon entropy to measure nucleotide diversity. Hence the minimum is 0 (a single 149	
nucleotide is found in all consensus sequences at a certain reference position) and the maximum is 2 150	
(all four nucleotides occur at equal frequencies). The same number of mutations was distributed 151	
randomly as the number of observed convergent mutations (i.e. for the mutation that occurs in 14 152	
populations in parallel a single mutation was randomly distributed 100 times across the env gene).  153	
 154	
Convergent mutations do not occur at significantly more diverse positions than randomly 155	
distributed mutations 156	
Mutations shared across multiple hosts could arise through uniform selection on the same nucleotide 157	
across hosts, or because mutations are more likely to arise at certain positions (mutational hotspots). To 158	
test whether convergent mutations are more likely to occur at highly diverse positions in the env gene 159	
(such as mutational hotspots) we measured the nucleotide diversity, across all consensus sequences for 160	
all HIV populations (Figure 3). We assume that at mutational hotspots in the env gene the nucleotide 161	
diversity is higher across HIV populations. For convergent mutations there are no significant 162	
differences to randomly distributed mutations suggesting that mutational hotspots may not directly 163	
cause convergence. Interestingly, we found that in contrast private mutations occur at significantly 164	
higher rates at more genetically diverse positions in the genome. This does not necessarily mean that 165	
private mutations predominantly occur at mutation hotspots, we would also observe higher nucleotide 166	
diversity for sites that are under positive selection, or positions that evolve neutrally where drift causes 167	
diversity to increase over time.  168	
 169	

 170	
Figure 4. Convergent mutations are not significantly more likely to be synonymous. (A) The 171	
proportion of synonymous mutations in the Keele and Li data compared to randomly distributed 172	
mutations (100 simulations). For each randomization the number of mutations in each convergence 173	
category (x-axis) was kept constant. The error bars show standard deviations. (B) The same as (A) but 174	
we excluded mutations from the part of the env gene that overlaps with the rev reading frame, as this 175	
could bias our results towards synonymous mutations (synonymous mutations in env are likely to be 176	
non-synonymous in rev). We obtain a significant difference only between private mutations and 177	
randomly distributed mutations. 178	
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 179	
Convergent mutations are not more likely to cause non-synonymous changes 180	
The proportion of synonymous mutations in the Keele and Li data do not differ significantly from the 181	
predictions of a neutral model. However, the proportion of synonymous mutations does decline for 182	
mutations that occur in three or more populations except for mutations that occur in five and seven 183	
populations in parallel (Figure 4A). If we exclude the portion of the env gene that overlaps with the rev 184	
reading frame the proportion of synonymous mutations declines steadily from two to five parallel 185	
mutations (Figure 4B). The lack of significance may be due to the decreasing number of mutations that 186	
occur in many HIV populations in parallel. On the other hand, we do find that private mutations are 187	
significantly more often synonymous mutations than randomly distributed mutations.  188	
 189	
Non-synonymous private mutations occur in highly diverse regions of the env gene 190	
The significantly higher proportion of synonymous mutations and the significantly higher nucleotide 191	
diversity for private mutations have not the same cause (i.e. the higher proportion of synonymous sites 192	
occurring in highly diverse regions of the env gene). We can show this by comparing the nucleotide 193	
diversity of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations and their effect sizes for randomly distributed 194	
mutations.  195	
 196	

 197	
Figure 5. Nucleotide diversity of private non-synonymous and synonymous mutations in the 198	
Keele and Li data compared to randomly distributed mutations. The blue lines indicate the mean 199	
diversity of all private mutations. The purple line indicates the diversity of random mutations if we 200	
adjust the proportion of synonymous mutations to that observed in the Keele and Li data. The red line 201	
shows the mean diversity of randomly distributed mutations if the proportion of synonymous mutations 202	
is adjust as well as the diversity of synonymous mutations is set to that observed in the Keele and Li 203	
data. Error bars show standard deviations. 204	
 205	
The nucleotide diversity of all private Keele and Li mutations is on average 0.44, the mean diversity of 206	
private mutations from a set of randomly distributed mutations is 0.34 (the maximum of all 1000 207	
randomizations is 0.40, Figure 5). The nucleotide diversity at synonymous sites increases from a mean 208	
of 0.45 for randomly distributed mutations to 0.48 in the Keele and Li data. The mean diversity of non-209	
synonymous sites increases from 0.30 in the random model to 0.43 in the Keele and Li data. This 210	
suggests that non-synonymous mutations may have a much larger effect on nucleotide diversity than 211	
synonymous mutations, which are almost identical with the diversity observed in the Keele and Li data.  212	
 213	
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We can actually calculate the effect sizes of increasing the proportion of synonymous sites in one of 214	
our random simulations. If we only increase the proportion of synonymous sites in the random 215	
distribution, then the nucleotide diversity increases from 0.340 to 0.347 (purple line in Figure 5). 216	
When we also increase the nucleotide diversity of synonymous mutations in the neutral model this 217	
leads to a nucleotide diversity of 0.36 (red line in Figure 5). If we now increase the diversity of non-218	
synonymous mutations then the nucleotide diversity increases to the observed Keele and Li dataset. 219	
Hence increasing the proportion of synonymous mutations in our neutral model increase the mean 220	
diversity of private mutations by only 0.007 (compared to a total difference of 0.1), whereas if we plug 221	
in the high diversity of non-synonymous mutations in the Keele and Li data into our neutral model then 222	
the mean diversity increases by 0.08. Together our analyses suggest that synonymous mutations are not 223	
the main driver for the significantly higher nucleotide diversity observed for private mutations, but 224	
non-synonymous mutations occurring in more diverse regions of the env gene are. 225	
 226	
Discussion 227	
Convergent evolution, here defined as acquiring identical mutations in independent evolving 228	
populations, can be a good indicator for selection. In our example, mutations that emerge more than 229	
four times in independent HIV populations are very unlikely to occur in parallel by chance. 230	
Furthermore convergent mutations occur preferentially in gp41, which is not the case for private 231	
mutations and hence supports the hypothesis that convergent mutations are selected for.  232	
 233	
Wood et al. identified 36 env positions that are potentially under strong positive selection (Wood et al. 234	
2009) mainly using methods based on dN/dS measurements. We identified a total of 19 mutations that 235	
likely arose due to positive selection (Supplementary Table 1). Only six mutations are shared 236	
between our list and the list published by Wood et al. Another six of the 19 mutations are synonymous 237	
mutations that cannot be identified with a dN/dS analysis. The remaining seven mutations are novel 238	
putatively selected sites. 239	
 240	
Our hypothesis that convergent mutations are selected for is supported by their biased distribution 241	
towards gp41. Gp41 is the C-terminal part of Env and responsible for fusion with the host cell (Chan et 242	
al. 1997; Skehel and Wiley 1998; Melikyan et al. 2000). It is conceivable that increased fusion 243	
efficiency with the host cell provides significant fitness benefits even during exponential growth in the 244	
early stages of infection by HIV-1. An example for one of these mutations is E510K. This mutation 245	
occurs at a mutation hotspot and is a reversion from a relatively rare amino acid to the database 246	
consensus (Foley et al. 2013; Davey et al. 2014). Reversions to ancestral states have been observed to 247	
continue for years after infection, consistent with our observation (Carlson et al. 2014). Another 248	
example is E648K, which increases viral replication rate for viruses with fusion inhibitor resistance 249	
(Bai et al. 2008; Davey et al. 2014). The most common mutation E482K (occurs in 14 infected 250	
individuals) is not in gp41 but has also been observed in a previous experiment as the most common 251	
mutation in a humanized mouse experiment (Ince et al. 2010). All three mutations have also been 252	
identified by Wood et al. as positively selected sites (Wood et al. 2009). 253	
 254	
Private mutations also do not evolve entirely neutrally, as private mutations are more likely to be 255	
synonymous than expected by chance and also occur in more diverse regions of the env gene. These 256	
two observations may have the same cause namely that the higher nucleotide diversity observed for 257	
private mutations is caused by overrepresented synonymous mutations. We show that this is not the 258	
case because the effect size of the increased proportion of synonymous mutations is five times smaller 259	
compared to the effect size of the increased nucleotide diversity of non-synonymous mutations (0.014 260	
compared to 0.068). Hence there is a strong shift in the distribution of non-synonymous mutations 261	
towards highly diverse regions of the env gene. It is possible that this shift is caused by mutational 262	
hotspots that preferentially cause non-synonymous mutations but this hypothesis is more difficult to 263	
test. 264	
 265	
Mutational hotspots as such are also difficult to identify, because a hotspot could be a nucleotide site 266	
that changes between two, three or all four nucleotides. If it only switches between two nucleotides the 267	
maximum diversity at this position would be one. This seems to be the case for one of the convergent 268	
mutations in Supplementary Table 1 (G7742A). The position only has a diversity of 0.69 across all 269	
studied viruses, which is higher than the median (0.2) but far away from the 95th percentile (1.36) or 270	
maximum (2). However, if we consider that this site will only likely switch between G and A the 271	
maximum diversity at this position would be 1, which makes 0.69 quite diverse. 272	
 273	
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Although an excess of convergent mutations compared to a neutral model is a good indicator of 274	
selection, the strength of selection is difficult to infer from the number of convergent mutations. A 275	
mutation that occurs in a large number of individuals may be a mutation that is beneficial in a larger 276	
number of different environments. This does not exclude the possibility that the magnitude of the 277	
fitness effect for convergent mutations is smaller than a very specialized mutation that is beneficial in 278	
only a single HIV-1 population but deleterious in the rest. Nevertheless, it is likely that the convergent 279	
mutations we identified have large fitness effects, as they need to have significantly increased in 280	
frequency since infection. . 281	
 282	
Finally, this raises the question of why these mutations have not been present in the ancestral strain if 283	
they arose in parallel in up to 15% of all subjects. Unfortunately, we can only speculate about the 284	
answer to this question. First, the most common mutation we observed only occurred in 15% of the 285	
subjects, this leaves the possibility that the observed mutations are only beneficial in a small proportion 286	
of all hosts. Second, it is possible that these mutations are beneficial during exponential growth but do 287	
not confer benefits after the immune response takes effect and hence will be lost during later stages of 288	
infection and will therefore also not usually be present in recent infections. 289	
 290	
Methods 291	
 292	
Identification of mutations 293	
The Keele and Li datasets consist of full-length env sequence alignments from a total of 102 and 30 294	
infected individuals, respectively, containing on average 29 (minimum of 11 to a maximum of 63) full-295	
length env sequences per infected individual amplified by single genome amplification (Keele et al. 296	
2008; Li et al. 2010). The sequences are from viruses at different stages of early infection but each 297	
infected individual was sampled only once. In 78 of the 102 infected individuals from the Keele study 298	
and in 17 out of 30 infected individuals of the Li study the infection was likely caused by a single 299	
founder strain We only analyzed those sequences alignments (a total of 95), because it becomes almost 300	
impossible to distinguish mutations from recombination events for the other cases (Keele et al. 2008).  301	
 302	
We defined a mutation as a change from the consensus sequence of the virus population. The 303	
consensus sequence of each HIV-1 population is likely to be identical to the most recent common 304	
ancestor or even the sequence of the founder virus (Keele et al. 2008). Between infected individuals the 305	
consensus sequences differ. Hence to be able to compare mutations between individuals we also 306	
aligned all sequences to a reference sequence. 307	
 308	
Mutation comparison between HIV populations 309	
To be able to compare mutations that occurred in virus populations from different infected individuals 310	
we aligned each of these 95 alignments individually to a reference sequence (HIV-1 NL4-3). Reference 311	
alignments were performed using Clustal-Omega (Sievers et al. 2011).  This resulted in 95 individual 312	
reference alignments. Mutations that occur in virus populations of different infected individuals that 313	
changed from the same consensus nucleotide to the same mutated nucleotide are considered identical if 314	
they were mapped to the same reference position.  315	
 316	
Reference sequence 317	
The HIV-1 NL4-3 reference has been sequenced and assembled previously (Giallonardo et al. 2014). 318	
Differences to the HIV-1 NL4-3 reference strain (accession AF324493) are listed in Supplementary 319	
Table 3 of the same paper (Giallonardo et al. 2014). 320	
 321	
Neutral mutation distribution model 322	
To assess whether the number of observed convergent mutations is indicative of selection we compared 323	
the Keele and Li data to a neutral model. We constructed the model in the following way: 324	
1) We determined all possible mutations for each consensus sequence individually to generate a pool of 325	
mutations from which we can later randomly draw mutations. 326	
2) To make sure that our results are not affected by mutation biases we amplified mutations according 327	
to their respective substitution rates measured from the Keele and Li dataset. First we counted the 328	
frequency of each of the twelve possible substitutions (A to C, A to G…). We normalized the lowest 329	
value in the substitution matrix to one and the remaining values in the matrix were scaled up 330	
accordingly. Each mutation from step one was amplified by the respective value in the substitution 331	
matrix. 332	
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3) From the resulting mutations we randomly drew (without replacement) the same number of 333	
mutations that was observed for each HIV-1 population in the Keele and Li datasets.  334	
4) We repeated step 3) 1000 times to obtain statistically robust results. 335	
 336	
Randomly distributing mutations keeping the number of convergent mutations constant 337	
To compare characteristics of convergent mutations to a neutral null model we randomized mutations 338	
for each convergence category (i.e. mutations occurring in different numbers of HIV-1 populations). In 339	
this randomization, we (1) maintain substitution rates; (2) maintain the origin of the mutation, i.e. 340	
mutations are randomly selected from the same HIV-1 population where they were observed in the 341	
Keele and Li dataset; and (3) only chose identical mutations if they were identical in the Keele and Li 342	
datasets.  343	
 344	
Measuring nucleotide diversity 345	
Here we define nucleotide diversity as Shannon entropy at a certain position 𝑖 for all consensus 346	
sequences. 347	
 348	

𝐻! = − 𝑝!  𝑙𝑜𝑔!
!∈{!,!,!,!}

𝑝! 

 349	
Where 𝑝! is the proportion of nucleotide 𝑗 in all consensus sequences at reference position 𝑖. 350	
 351	
The diversity at a particular position in the env gene was calculated by calculating the Shannon entropy 352	
across all consensus sequences that do not contain a gap ‘-‘. Hence as there are only four possible 353	
different nucleotides the minimum nucleotide diversity is 0 and the maximum is 2. 354	
 355	
Measuring the proportion of synonymous mutations 356	
For each mutation we can determine whether it causes a synonymous or non-synonymous change. The 357	
proportion of synonymous mutations is the number of synonymous changes divided by the number of 358	
total changes. For Figure 3B we excluded all positions from 8369 to 8643 in the HIV-1 NL4-3 359	
reference sequence because this is the region that overlaps with the rev reading frame. 360	
 361	
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